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SANHA THE EXPERT PORK HALAALIZER

QUESTION

Please find attached picture of chips and explanation given by SANHA for the
permissibility of the HAM flavour in the chips. Are these HAM-flavoured chips halaal?

ANSWER

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “Seek a fatwa from your heart.” If the Muslim’s
heart has not been darkened and convoluted with the addiction of haraam carrion, pork and the
like of satanic food, then the fatwa which will emanate from a healthy Imaan will be adequate for
guidance regardless of any corrupt, zig zag fatwa any mufti issues to halaalize the HAM favour
or any other haraam ingredient of which there is a deluge in all commercial products halaalized
by the haraam, shaitaani carrion-certifying outfits such as SANHA, MJC, NIHT, etc.

SANHA’s explanation of ‘synthetic’ pork, bacon and ham will soothe the Devil and his progeny.
It does not satisfy those whose Imaan is
intact and untarnished by carrion consumption. The questioner says:
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“According to SANHA this was not fraudulent usage of their logo as the product uses synthetic
ham flavouring and is produced in a SANHA certified plant.”

The whole certifying mess is a massive FRAUD akin to kufr. While this jaahil, zindeeq SANHA
group of carrion halaalizers does “not
permit the logo to be appended on any product which has connotation with Haraam such as
ham, bacon, etc.’, the pork substance is produced in a SANHA-certified plant. What happens
in these certified plants is the action of Iblees. The claim of supervision by any of these carrion
juhala is a massive LIE. Haraam ingredients are utilized in almost all ‘halaal’ certified products.

The appearance of the HAM ingredient on the packets of haraam chips is not a mistake. These
satanic ‘mistakes’ are a recurring issue. When consumers discover the ‘mistake’, then only will
SANHA come to know of it. In the numerous cases of malpractice ‘mistakes’, the discoveries
were made by only consumers, never by SANHA’s so-called supervisors. The claim of
supervision is a satanic lie and rubbish.

If the satanic ‘halaal’ SANHA logo is not permitted by SANHA to appear on packets if the
product contains synthetic HAM, then by what logic does SANHA certify the plants where such
HAM is produced? The convolution of SANHA’s illogical principle is the effect of the crave for
haraam boodle which is extracted from entrepreneurs against their volition.

Sight should not be lost from the fact that the so-called synthetic HAM does have the flavour
and odour of real VARK (SWINE FLESH). Minus these essential pork-aligning attributes,
ham-flavour will be meaningless. Even if the satanic food of synthetic HAM is without any real
pig ingredient, it will be HARAAM to consume it. It is haraam for a man to say that he is having
sexual relations with a prostitute when the woman is his wife. If at the time of sexual indulgence
with his wife, he ruminates on another woman, then this ‘synthetic’ sex with the prostitute in
mind will be recorded as zina in his Book of Deeds by the Recording Angel.

SANHA and the conglomeration of other carrion halaalizing outfits have absolutely no valid
argument for certifying the meat and chicken establishments of the kuffaar. Their only valid
shaitaani argument to soothe themselves is the boodle factor. For the sake of haraam monetary
gain, they have ruined the Imaan of ignorant Muslims, their own Imaan and have driven
themselves towards the precincts of kufr with their brazen and blatant violation of Allah’s
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commands.

Muslims who devour the meat, chicken, chip and other such products certified by SANHA and
the other shayaateen outfits, have no valid
argument to justify their haraam consumption. On the Day of
Qiyaamah, passing the blame to SANHA will be of no avail.

“And, eat from the wholesome and lawful (halaal and tayyib) foods which Allah has
provided for you, and fear Allah in
Whom you believe.”
(Al-Maaidah, Aayat 88)
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